
‘For those of you that 
haven’t heard the utter 
beauty of Lady Nade’s 
completely unique 
voice you’re in for a 
veritable!treat. You’d find 
it hard to find another 
performer today with such 
a hauntingly effortless 
whisper. She will hold you 
in rapture from beginning  
to end. Stunning.’
CLEVERHEAD PROMOTIONS

Lady Nade & The Silhouettes hold an impeccable live reputation on the 
Bristol!scene. 2011 began with the release of their debut EP which together  
with a busy schedule of hotly-tipped shows and residencies elevated the 
band’s status to one of the South West’s most promising new acts. A series of 
spectacular festival performances at Glastonbury, The Secret Garden and BBC 
Radio 4’s More Than Words Festival have continued to spark further interest.

The March 2012 release to follow-up EP ‘All I Am’ has been acclaimed by 
local press and radio alike, so far gaining airplay on BBC Bristol’s Introducing 
Show and Jack FM amongst others. Venue Magazine awarded the EP 4/5 stars 
and described it as ‘another promising milestone in the development of a 
considerable talent’. 

The sound of Lady Nade & The Silhouettes suggests a blend of vintage soul, 
blues, R&B and folk yet remains refreshingly unique. Lady Nade’s influences 
as a songwriter include Nina Simone, Lauryn Hill, Antony and The Johnsons, 
Amy Winehouse, and many others. She is also known as a sought after session 
singer and award winning songwriter and has collaborated with top level artists 
including Massive Attack. 
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‘Emblematic of the Bristol music scene at  
its best: a distinctively individual performer’
JULIAN OWEN, THE WORD

‘Gorgeous, spine-tingling, a unique voice’
HELEN SLOAN, THE POST

‘The regal Lady Nade stretches vowels until 
they beg for mercy and sings about being 
human while sounding utterly timeless’
KRISTEN GRAYEWSKI, VENUE MAGAZINE

‘The Queen of jazz, funk and soul’
LOZ APPERLY, CREATIVE COMMON

‘Youthful singer Lady Nade is known 
for possessing one of the most distinctive 
and soulful voices on the Bristol Scene’
PAT REID, COMPUTER MUSIC MAGAZINE

‘Nade’s songs are filled with emotion 
and delivered with power in velvety 
tones, her set is totally engrossing and 
the talent she possesses is stunning’
HAMPSHIRE CHRONICLE

‘Blue in tone, jazz in flavour, Nade’s is  
a singular voice: a commanding alto  
haunted beyond its years, oak deep  
and rounded, the kind you’d expect  
to hear spun from a thick cut of  
shellac at 78rpm’
VENUE MAGAZINE
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